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Managing Social Stability:
The Perspective of a Local Government

in China

Juan Wang

Based on a town government's meeting memos between March
2001 and October 2007, annual work reports, and my interviews
with local officials, I show that China's township governments have
strived to contain, rather than resolve, social discontent. The ten
dency toward containment lies in two fundamental features of
China's political institutions and central government strategy. First,
in order to optimize the function of the petition system as a source
of information without losing control, the Hu Jintao administration
(2002-2012) passed regulations protecting the rights of petitioners
on the one hand, and simultaneously put pressure on local officials
to discourage petitioning, on the other. Second, the technical, insti
tutional, and political features of China's cadre evaluation system
encouraged local officials to take a short-term perspective on chal
lenges, avoiding penalties rather than actually solving problems.
KEYWORDS: China, local government, social stability, petition system,
cadre evaluation system

THE DYNAMICS OF CONTENTION AND THE IMPORTANCE OF INTERACTION

between social movements and authorities have long been recognized
(Tarrow 1994). On the one hand, there are studies about the forma
tion, transformation, and evolution of both silent and disruptive con
tention (Kelliher 1992; Kerkvliet 2005; Scott 1985; Zhou 1996). On
the other hand, works have shown the variety of social control mech
anisms adopted by the state in the face of such movements (Boykoff
2007; Della Porta and Fillieule 2004; Goldstone and Tilly 2001),
including sanction and censorship, arrest, and even torture (Earl
2006; Harff 2003; Ziegenhagen 1986), as well as "soft repression"
such as ridicule, stigma, and silencing (Ferree 2004).

China scholars have applied the Western literature on contentious
politics to the analysis of state-society conflict in contemporary
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2 Managing Social Stability

China (especially the post-1985 period) by examining the political
opportunity, resource mobilization, and framing of China's con
tentious politics (Cai 2002; Chen 2004; Mertha 2008; Michelson
2007; Hurst and O'Brien 2002; Perry 2003; Thornton 2002; Yang
2005; Ying 2007; Yu 2003; Zhao 1998). In terms of the state's social
control mechanisms, research has shown that there are three general
state responses toward social resistance: concession, repression, and
tolerance (Cai 2008b). The central and provincial levels of govern
ment tend to intervene in large-scale and more violent collective
resistance (Cai 2008a). "Soft" repression such as using social ties to
demobilize protesters has been used by local governments (Deng and
O'Brien 2012).

China's township-level governments have ongoing interactions
with the mass public and are thus on the front line of a broad range
of contentious issues. Theorizing their social control mechanisms,
therefore, requires an understanding of how local governments prob
lematize social discontent, which demonstrates principal-agent rela
tions as well as state-society relations.

In this article, I show that the primary goal of local governments
in the 2000s was to contain social discontent, instead of resolving
grievances, even though both were costly. The two political institu
tions that explain this outcome were China's administrative petition
system and cadre evaluation system. Under the Hu Jintao administra
tion (2002-2012), the central government relied on the administra
tive petitioning system as a source of information for local govern
ments. In order to optimize the value of petitioning as a source of
information without losing control, the Chinese central government
initiated policies to officially protect the rights of petitioners while
simultaneously putting pressure on local officials to discourage peti
tioning activities. The dilemma created by these policies was wors
ened by the cadre evaluation system that encouraged temporary
responses to avoid penalties instead of finding solutions to the under
lying problems over the longer run.

Theoretically, this article enriches the study of contentious poli
tics in China by incorporating the principal-agent relationship into
the study of state-society relations. As the front line of China's state
society relations, the policing strategies of townships are also mani
festations of the state's repressive capacity and the implementation of
policies dictated by the central government. The case study method
and process-tracing approach allow me to address the social control
mechanisms employed by local governments from the perspective of
local state agents, and to examine the causal sequence embedded in
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state agents' activities against local contexts. My analysis is based on
the government's meeting memos in Yanglu' town in central China
between March 2001 and October 2007, as well as interviews with its
leading officials and the town government's annual work reports.
These sources permit a close analysis of how social issues emerged
and were interpreted and managed over time. In addition, the lan
guage used in these memos provides perspectives "from within" that
make intelligible the reasons state agents gave for their actions.

The article is organized as follows. In the first section I detail the
practices of social control in Yanglu town in central China. I show
that the town government pursued various strategies to contain,
instead of resolve, social discontent. In the second section I account
for this work style by looking at two primary causes. First, the inher
ent tension in the administrative petition system led to conflicting
policy mandates from the central government: to both allow petition
ing and control it. Second, the technical, institutional, and political
features of China's cadre evaluation system promoted temporary
responses to social problems in order to avoid penalties rather than to
provide solutions to the problems raised by the petitioning process.

The Repertoire of Social Control in Yanglu Town
Social protests intensified in China in the late 1990s on a variety of
issues, including taxation, corruption, seizure of land, and environ
mental issues. As they did, the Chinese government once again
emphasized the importance of the petition system and local control.
Following rising social protests in the late 1990s, the Sixteenth Party
Congress in 2002 emphasized for the first time the importance of
maintaining social stability (weiweng) under the new Hu Jintao
administration. A series of reforms were initiated in the early 2000s
to create a "harmonious society" (hexie shehui). Tax reforms (mainly
the tax-for-fee reform and elimination of agricultural taxes) were car
ried out between 2003 and 2006 to reduce the fiscal burden on peas
ants. Following what appeared to be accommodating gestures by the
central government, there was a "high-tide" of petitioners gathering
in Beijing in 2003 (Li, Liu, and O'Brien 2012). Investigating and
intervening on the issues raised by petitioners strengthened the cen
ter's legitimacy, but it also encouraged more petitioners to go to Bei
jing. Unable to deal with the large number of petitioners, the central
authorities soon turned toward restrictive measures in 2004 and
demanded local authorities retrieve disruptive petitioners from their
jurisdiction (Li, Liu, and O'Brien 2012). In addition, new petition
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regulations (2005) made township-level governments responsible for
maintaining social stability within their jurisdictions.2 It was in this
context that Yanglu town designed its practices of social control.

Yanglu is an ordinary town in terms of its population density and
economic development. It has a resident population of 21,000 peo
ple; 1,800 hectares of farmland; and a total area of sixty-seven square
kilometers. In 2006, a farmer's average income in Yanglu was 3,500
RMB, very close to the national average of 3,587 RMB. As a town
with about eighty government employees ruling 21,000 residents, the
town government lacked the coercive and fiscal capacity to resolve
all the contentious issues of a mobile and increasingly active popu
lation. However, this did not prevent the town government from pur
suing costly measures to contain, instead of resolve, social griev
ances. It did so by first categorizing social claims based on their
likely effects on officials' career prospects, and then mobilizing per
sonnel and fiscal resources to prevent petitioning that would have
harmful effects on those career prospects.

Problematizing Petitioning Activities and Setting Targets
Similar to other local governments in China, Yanglu town govern
ment was confronted with a variety of complaints, communal dis
putes, and issues related to production safety. Petitioning was carried
out by different social groups, such as army veterans, community
sponsored (minban) teachers, farmers, and retired cadres, who made
claims relating to issues such as land compensation, mining condi
tions, village elections, environmental issues, delayed salaries, and
pensions. From the perspective of Yanglu town government, how
ever, the differences in actors and claims were of little importance
compared to two particular types of incidents: claims made collec
tively (quntixing shangfang) and petitioning that reached higher lev
els of authority bypassing the town government, or "skip-level peti
tioning" (yueji shangfangj.'

These two types of petitions were problematic due to their polit
ical implications for the career prospects of town officials. According
to the 2005 petition regulations, collective petitions should not
exceed five participants and petitions should appeal to the immediate
administration within their jurisdiction. While these scale and proce
dural regulations of petitioning were targeted at petitioners, local
governments that failed to ensure compliance to these standards
would also be penalized.
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In order to prevent villagers from pursuing collective and skip
level petitioning, the town government engaged in a series of mea
sures, including mobilizing its staff, intimidating or persuading tar
geted villagers, and destroying registered case files.

Mobilizing Staff: Material and Political Incentives
In order to mobilize its human resources, Yanglu town government
provided spiritual, financial, and political incentives and disincen
tives. Similar to other policies, the Yanglu town government desig
nated personnel in the area and evaluated its employees on the issue
of "stability control." Honors were given to those who had outstand
ing performance in this regard. Material incentives and political
penalties were applied when social control required greater govern
ment effort.

Designating cadres from the town government to be responsible
for each incident or potential social problem, the so-called lingdao
baoan, was the main strategy implemented between 2001 and 2007
in Yanglu town. Yet the varying levels of emphasis on the social sta
bility issue were reflected in the different rankings of the assigned
officials, which ranged from leading figures in the town government
to lower-level officials. Village-based township cadres (zhucun
ganbu or baocun ganbu) were often regular township officials from a
variety of governmental departments. These cadres did not necessar
ily live in villages, but in principle they were required to go to vil
lages on a regular and frequent basis to manage, coordinate, and
supervise village affairs. For these cadres, social stability control was
often regarded as one of many responsibilities assigned to them,
including fertility control, policy broadcasting, and returning farm
land to the forest (tuigeng huanlin).4 After the issue of "petition and
social stability" (xinfang wending) was explicitly listed as a standard
in cadre performance evaluation in 2001 by the county government,
Yanglu town government assigned village-based cadres to be in
charge of this issue.'

Leading officials included key figures in four political institu
tions (lingdao banzi): the township Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
committee, township government, local branch of the National Peo
ple's Congress (NPC, the legislature), and the local branch of the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC, an
advisory body of government). These cadres ranked at the top of the
power hierarchy at the township level and had the potential to be pro-
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moted to the county-level administration. Therefore, when these
leading cadres instead of regular village-based ones were assigned to
the work of social control, it was a clear indication of the rising
importance of the issue in question. For example, after petitioners
from another town within the county reached Beijing at the begin
ning of the Sixteenth National Congress of the CCP in November
2002,6 the county government requested all towns to strengthen
social control. As a result, key officials, as well as previous village
based cadres, were made responsible for targeted petitioners.'

The work performance of designated cadres affected their career
prospects. For example, a businessman from Yanglu sought redress in
Beijing in July 2004, bypassing the town, county, prefecture, and
provincial levels of government. The county government circulated a
formal warning against Yanglu town government for its failure to
maintain a "harmonious society." The town party secretary immedi
ately submitted a written apology to the county government and
demanded a deputy party secretary formulate reform plans by solicit
ing compulsory suggestions from each leading cadre. Subsequently,
the party secretary announced that once collective and skip-level
petitioning took place, those town cadres in charge of the work of
social control would not be considered for promotion."

In addition to political incentives, the town government also used
material rewards and penalties. For example, the town government
started in March 2007 to provide a monthly stipend of 60 RMB to
encourage government staff working in petition control." This
amount was close to a 5 percent salary increase in Yanglu. However,
the penalties were equally severe. For example, following a cam
paign led by the county government in June 2006, Yanglu town gov
ernment established a temporary leading team (lingdao xiaozu)
headed by the party secretary to cope with persistent and abnormal
petitioners. They identified three villagers that had been actively
petitioning and complaining since 2005, including two "psychotic
patients" and one "stubborn" petitioner. Five town cadres were
assigned to monitor each of the three targets." The penalties were
harsh should these cadres lose control of their targets. First, they
would be suspended without pay. 11 Second, responsible cadres would
also be subject to fines ranging from 50 RMB to 500 RMB, depend
ing on the number of administrations being bypassed by the petition
ers. Third, the assigned cadres were required to pay all the expenses
(e.g., accommodation and transportation) incurred for retrieving vil-
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lagers from the places they traveled to, in addition to penalties
decided by higher levels of authorities. 12

Propagating Policies and Monitoring Targets
While mobilizing its staff helped control villagers, it was equally
important for the town government to demobilize villagers and dis
courage them from pursuing collective or skip-level petitioning.
Therefore, the Yanglu town government had attempted intimidation
and persuasion by warning local residents about the severe conse
quences of "unlawful" petitions and by closely monitoring targeted
villagers.

In order to "educate" the villagers and forewarn them of the con
sequences of their actions, Yanglu town government put up posters
and distributed brochures to villagers, stressing the importance of the
limited scale of appropriate (individual rather than group) com
plaints, and the formal procedure for lodging complaints and the
importance of not skipping administrative levels. For example, fol
lowing the national campaign, the town government announced the
theme for 2002: "petition and social stability" (xinfang wending
nian). The work of improving social knowledge on petition regula
tions was divided among different government bureaus." Slogans
were painted on the walls around villages. Handouts were distributed
to villagers. Propaganda vehicles with loudspeakers went into vil
lages." Following the promulgation of the 2005 petition regulations,
the township broadcast the new regulations for one month, and pre
pared at least eight posters and two propaganda vehicles."

In addition to informing villagers selectively on some regulations
on petitioning, Yanglu government kept track of villagers' activities,
requesting designated cadres to report back with any potential prob
lems. The frequency of mandatory reports varied, ranging from daily,
biweekly, to monthly, and signaled the level of efforts from the town
government on the issue of social control. For example, at the begin
ning of 2004, after the county government specified evaluation stan
dards on the issue of social control, the Yanglu town party secretary
requested a monthly report of village affairs from village-based
cadres to the town party committee. 16 Daily reports were usually used
following specific requests or occurrence of the two particular types
of petitioning. For example, there was a circular in November 2004
from the central government on "Preventing and Managing Disrup
tiveMass Incidents" (Yufang he chuli tufaxing qunzhong shijian wen-
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jian), and subsequent county government emphasis on preventing
mass incidents (qunti shijian), safety accidents (anquan shijian), and
criminal activities (xingshi shijian). Coincidentally, there were two
cases of skip-level petitions from Yanglu town. In one case, a villager
traveled to Beijing to appeal to a central government office. In
another, eleven villagers from Yanglu lodged a collective petition to
the county government bypassing the town government. In response,
the town party secretary required daily updates on potential "social
problems."!' Similarly, after one villager from Yanglu managed to
arrive in Beijing in October 2006 and planned to appeal to central
government offices, the town government again demanded daily
reports of villagers' whereabouts. 18

A more intense surveillance measure would be taken during sen
sitive periods. These included annual meetings of the NPC and
CPPCC, when senior officials were more likely to be reached by
petitioners, or holidays when security personnel were off duty and
the financial needs and concerns of villagers arose and consequently
loan disputes and conflicts tended to intensify." During such occa
sions, the town government closely monitored all possible dissidents.
For instance, in April 2005, the county government warned all town
governments of the "Sunday Phenomenon" txingqitian xianxiang),
referring to petitioners' getting away on Sundays." Following the
warning, the Yanglu town party secretary set up an emergency gov
ernment headquarters with a twenty-four-hour on-call service, and a
patrol team to watch potential trouble-making households and indi
viduals." Similar measures were also taken during the National Day
in October 2007 to guarantee immediate responses in case of "emer
gency" and to ensure a "trouble-free" holiday (meiren luan paoi."
The town government hired people to keep potential petitioners com
pany wherever they went, and even stalled them by providing enter
tainment. For villages with persistent petitioners, the town govern
ment placed "intelligence" and secured informers." As the town
party secretary stated, "As long as they do not go out and cause trou
ble, everything else would be okay.'?"

Given the timing selected by petitioners, town government
cadres often missed their vacations. As the town party secretary com
plained, "The more relaxed everybody else is, the more intense our
work is" (bieren yue xian, women yue mang).25

Mobilizing government employees, propagating policies, and
monitoring petitioners were aimed at the prevention of group com
plaints and skip-level petitioning, or to contain social discontent
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within local jurisdictions. As the Yanglu party secretary put it, "Small
problems stay within villages, big problems stay within towns"
(xiaoshi bu chu cun, dashi bu chu xiangy."

Damage Control: Retrieving Petitioners
and Destroying Case Files
Despite careful management, some petitioners still succeeded in leav
ing the town with plans of reaching higher-level authorities or lodging
collective petitions. Under these circumstances, Yanglu town govern
ment attempted to repair the political damage by retrieving these peti
tioners by all means necessary, and trying to cancel the records should
petitioners have managed to hand their complaints to higher levels of
government. Both bringing back petitioners and networking with sen
ior officials were extremely costly for the town government.

Being ranked low on petition counts among peers carried seri
ous weight in local officials' careers. Therefore, retrieving petitions
became a widespread phenomenon in China. The people who
rounded up and returned petitioners were known as retrievers ijie-
fang renyuan). Some retrievers were local officials, some were plain
clothes police officers, and some were ruffians or private security
companies hired by the local government. These retrievers staked out
train stations, petition offices, and other government departments
where petitioners may lodge complaints, and through intimidation or
persuasion they deterred petitioners from pursuing their claims to
higher authorities and forced them to return to their homes (Zen
2007). These activities of deterring petitioners were highly costly. As
reported by Liaowang Weekly in November 2009, in addition to fees
paid to private security companies that ranged between 200 RMB
and 500 RMB per day, there were costs for lodging and transporta
tion for those officials who traveled to Beijing to bring back petition
ers." The number of assigned retrievers ranged from a few dozen to
as many as 1,000 per province if it was during national meetings in
Beijing, when petitioners had better chances to catch the attention of
senior officials and have their grievances heard. In the May 2011
issue of Caijing Magazine, an article reported that the public security
expenditures of local governments were 521.968 billion RMB.28

While Yanglu town's specific expenditures for retrieving peti
tioners could not be identified exactly, it followed the trajectories of
other local governments. According to the town party secretary, the
costs of transportation and lodging for retrievers together with penal
ties paid to the county government were as high as 10,000-20,000
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RMB per incident." As a county-level official stated, a "price has to
be paid" (fuchu jingji daijia) for social stability and petition con
trol." The price, however, was not paid to resolve social grievances
but to contain them within local areas.

In addition to the costs of retrieving petitioners, there were hid
den costs of networking to destroy petitioners' case files should they
manage to reach government bureaus in Beijing. In other words,
"zero filing" (ling dengji), instead of redressing social grievances,
was the ultimate goal of petition control by the town government.
For example, following failed containment in examples mentioned
above (i.e., the villager from Yanglu town who appealed to central
offices in Beijing in November 2004, and the eleven villagers who
lodged a collective petition to the county government, bypassing the
town government), the town government enhanced its social control
by highlighting the importance of zero filing of petitioner's cases
with higher-level authorities." Their superior at the county level
explicitly shared the aim and assisted in reaching the ultimate goal of
social control. 32

Explaining the Pattern of Social Control in Yanglu
As shown above, the Yanglu town government pursued various meas
ures and mobilized personnel and material resources to contain,
rather than resolve, social discontent. Their ultimate goal on the issue
of social stability was to prevent social actors from filing their cases
with higher-level authorities. Why did Yanglu town engage in such
costly activities for containing social grievances? In this section I
will show that the rationale lies in fundamental problems inherent in
two political institutions: the petition system itself and the cadre
evaluation system.

Administrative Petitioning as a Source of Information
Secrecy is a crucial feature of authoritarian rule. In order to over
come information paucity and unreliability, autocrats rely on a vari
ety of channels (Barros 2011; Schedler and Hoffmann 2012; Svolik
2012), from elections to secret police. China's post-1949 petition
system (xinfang) is similar to that of the Soviet Union (Hough 1969)
and East Germany (Rueschemeyer 1991), which designated person
nel and offices to receive and respond to social requests. Whereas the
administrative petitioning system helps the central authorities to
obtain information about society and its local agents, relying on peti-
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tioning as a source of information has two problems. First, informa
tion provided by petitioners may not be accurate. Second, allowing
too much petitioning can embolden social actors and ultimately
endanger regime stability. Therefore, the optimal value of petitioning
as a source of information is to maximize its function without losing
control. As such, China's central government under the Hu adminis
tration attempted to regulate petitioning activities, officially protect
ing the rights of petitioners, and simultaneously put pressure on local
officials to discourage petitioning activities.

The first set of regulations on petitioning (xinfang tiaoli) was
issued by the State Council in October 1995. 33 The primary unit
made accountable for receiving petitions and solving social griev
ances was each administrative level above the county, assisted by
different departments corresponding to specific grievances (fenji
fuze, guikou guanli). The 2005 petition regulations made important
changes to protect the rights of petitioners and reinforce the
information-collection function of xinfang bureaus (Minzner 2006),
and they improved the obscure distribution of responsibilities
between local governments (kuai) and functional administrations
(tiao) (Zhao 2007).

While intervening and investigating issues raised by petitioners
strengthened the center's legitimacy, it also encouraged more peti
tioners to go to Beijing. Starting from 2004, therefore, the central
authorities turned toward more restrictive measures. The Central
Joint Committee began to rank all provinces monthly on "petition
counts" according to the number of registered disruptive appeals at
the "Majialou Distribution Center," where trouble-making petitioners
were caught and sent back to their place of origin (Li, Liu, and
O'Brien 2012). Following the lead of the committee, provincial and
prefectural levels of government also encouraged competition by
ranking "petition counts" of their immediate subordinate levels of
government. Between 2007 and 2009, the CCP Central Committee,
the General Office of the State Council, the Central Commission for
Discipline Inspection of the CCP Central Committee, and the Min
istry of Supervision issued a number of notices to highlight the polit
ical importance of petition-handling work and to specify administra
tive penalties for party members and civil servants who violated
petition regulations."

Central mandates were delivered formally to Yanglu town gov
ernment based on two indicators: the number of meetings with social
control as one theme to be discussed (see Table 1) and the devoted
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Table 1 Social Control as a Theme in Town Meeting Memos

Year

Mar.-Dec.2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
Jan.-Oct. 2007

Total Number
of Recorded

Meetings

24
38
34
28
29
20
33

Number of Meetings
with a Thematic Focus

on Social Control

8
14
10
18
17
10
20

Percentage

33
37
29
64
59
50
61

Source: Data collected and compiled by author.

coverage on the issue of social stability in the town government's
annual work reports. Table 1 illustrates that the importance of social
control rose over the years, from being addressed in 33 percent of all
meetings in 2001 to 61 percent in 2007, with a steep increase in
2004.

Another measure of the increasing significance of social control
for the town government can be found in its annual work reports.
Compared to one sentence devoted to the issue of "social stability" in
2002 and 2003, a whole section appeared in the government reports
of 2005 and 2006. 35 In addition, according to the government report,
Yanglu town invested 20,000 RMB in 2005 to build a meeting hall as
a service point in the name of "strengthening public order" (zonghe
zhili). This service point was to gather all relevant government
bureaus and parties (such as the office of letters and visits, court, and
the bureau of land) to work collaboratively and respond to petition
ers' complaints more efficiently."

Even though Yanglu town government formally demonstrated its
compliance with policy mandates, what worsened the dilemma local
officials faced was the preference of Chinese people using adminis
trative petitioning over formal litigation. According to the national
xinfang bureau, petitions to the party and government xinfang offices
at the county level and higher totaled 137.3 million in 2004 and
126.56 million in 2005. 37 The Supreme People's Court reported in
2003 that China's judiciary handled 42 million letters and visits
between 1997 and 2002, as opposed to 30 million formal legal cases
(Minzner 2006). Reasons behind such social reliance on administra
tive petitioning included its effectiveness (Gu 2002; O'Brien and Li
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2004), the path dependence of China's historical petition system, a
cultural tendency of reliance on administrative channels (Minzner
2006), as well as cultural preference for less confrontational means
of dispute resolution (Zhang 2009).

In the post-2000 period when the Hu administration highlighted
the building of a "harmonious society," social actors were motivated
to lodge petitions for a variety of reasons. First, resistance achieved
extra leverage over local officials by applying multiple constraints or
seeking favorable intervention from above through personal connec
tions (Cai 2010). Second, "rightful resistance" where local residents
claimed their rights based on discrepancies between central policy
mandates and local government malfeasance continued (O'Brien and
Li 2006). Third, new strategic and opportunistic petitioning to protect
or advance one's interests without reference to local malfeasance
emerged (Chen 2012; Tian 2010).

Strategic social actors had noted the importance of bypassing
the prescribed procedure for petitions (O'Brien and Li 1995), not
necessarily because higher levels of government were more effec
tive in responding but because such activity pressured lower levels
of government to pay attention and reach possible compromises. In
one of the examples mentioned above, when petitioners from the
county reached Beijing during the Sixteenth Party Congress in
November 2002, the Yanglu town party secretary announced in a
meeting that, during this sensitive period of time, the town govern
ment could compromise on certain issues or make promises to calm
down petitioners."

When officials' fear of collective petitioning was made public,
unreasonable demands were also brought up to local governments. In
2006, for example, following the central policy of abolishing agricul
tural taxes and fees from peasants, some farmers started refusing to
pay legitimate land-contracting fees." The town party secretary com
plained that rural residents had recognized that petitioning to higher
authorities was the "weakness" (ruodian) of local governments and
taken advantage of it: "Petitioners come to us for everything. Some
are reasonable. Some are just plain crazy. They know that we have to
deal with them. We cannot let them appeal to higher authorities, no
matter how crazy their claims are.?'?

Compromises made by local governments further encouraged
rural residents to pursue solutions to their problems from administra
tive bodies instead of legal channels. In early 2006, for example, two
children in Yanglu drowned while swimming in a village river. Their
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parents went to the town party secretary, requesting compensation
from a company operated upstream. They argued that the wastewater
from the company increased the water level, which led to the acci
dent. The company, on the other hand, insisted that they clearly
warned about the danger of swimming in the river by putting up a
sign on the bank. Without getting compensation directly from the
factory, the parents, together with their family members and rela
tives, gathered in front of the town government office demanding
justice. They placed the bodies of the children in front of the govern
ment office, pressuring town cadres to solve the issue as soon as pos
sible. Concerned about the "negative impact" ifumian yingxiang) on
the image of the town government and disapproval from the county
government, the town government ended up negotiating with the fac
tory and paying compensation together to settle the case."

There was increasing political awareness from social actors
about the township governments' fragility. The town government was
penalized by the mere occurrence of demands from social actors,
whether reasonable or unreasonable, being brought to higher levels
of government through collective or skip-level petitioning. Under
such circumstances, petitioners frustrated China's local governments,
including Yanglu town. In September 2003, for example, the impor
tance of petition control escalated right before the National Day.
Emphasizing the importance of containing petitioners, the deputy
party secretary of the province where Yanglu is located stated that to
control petitioners was as important as controlling SARS (severe
acute respiratory syndrome), a disease that broke out in China in
2002 and 2003 that caused hundreds of death."

The conflicting policies made by the central authorities and the
reliance of Chinese citizens on administrative petitioning had placed
local state agents in a difficult position. The dilemma faced by local
governments to implement policies while confronting an active soci
ety was worsened by the politics of a cadre evaluation system that
encouraged temporary responses toward policy mandates instead of
optimal results.

Cadre Performance Evaluation System
China's current cadre evaluation system that seeks to align the inter
ests of local agents is primarily based on the Provisional Regulations
of the State Public Servant promulgated in 1993, as well as a number
of subsidiary regulations issued by the Ministry of Personnel includ
ing selection, appointment and promotion, resignation and dismissal,
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rotation and exchange, internal competition, and performance evalu
ation (Lam and Chan 1996; Tong, Straussman, and Broadnax 1999).
Existing work has largely focused on the evaluation of public service
reform for personnel control (Bai and Zi 2000; Burns 2007; Chou
2004). Indeed, the institution of assessing government and cadres'
work (kaohe) has shaped the behavior of state agents (Nathan 2003),
but what deserves further investigation is the way in which and the
extent to which the institution constrains or enables agent behavior.

The cadre performance evaluation and promotion system sends
signals of the policy orientation of higher-level authorities and cre
ates incentives for lower-level state agents to follow orders. This sec
tion highlights three interrelated features of the performance evalua
tion system. First, technically, it is virtually impossible to fulfill the
multiple and sometimes conflicting tasks assigned by the center, and
to meet the different and ever changing priorities and work targets.
Second, the institution of cadre evaluation as a ranking system
involving competition with peers suggests the importance of coordi
nating with superiors for a better result. Third, the built-in discretion
in the cadre evaluation system allows influence from principals in the
final ranking of their clients. These three features suggest why only
few are motivated toward optimal performance with respect to under
lying policy issues; the majority of local state agents are more sensi
tive to the disincentives and thus seek to avoid penalties in order to
remain in office and enjoy existing privileges.

The technical complexity and uncertainty of the work perform
ance assessment system lie in the multiple and sometimes conflicting
tasks assigned and the varying priorities of work targets. Between
March 2001 and October 2007, for example, 80 percent of govern
ment meetings in Yanglu were to circulate documents, briefings, and
tasks of upper levels of authorities, with issues ranging from rectifi
cation of work style, vegetable planting, family planning, investment
attraction, immigrant workers, infrastructure construction, and peti
tion controls." Important issues stressed by upper levels of authori
ties changed over the years from returning farmland to forest
(tuigeng huanlin) in 2002, encouragement of labor immigration in
2003 and 2004, petition control in 2005 and 2006, to New Socialist
Countryside Construction (shehui zhuyi xinnongcunjianshe) in 2007.
In addition, there were some constant targets set every year, such as
fiscal revenue, but its weight vis-a-vis other targets varied every year
as well. Furthermore, due to random and frequent political cam
paigns initiated by the central, provincial, and even city and county
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levels of government, township-level governments faced an inconsis
tent evaluation system. In response, local governments have selec
tively implemented central policies (O'Brien and Li 1999; Bernstein
and Lii 2003; Edin 2003).

What made the issue of social stability particularly difficult for
the town government was that township-level government sometimes
had neither the administrative authority nor the capability to redress
many of the claims raised by villagers. For example, many legal
issues reported by farmers to the town governments were beyond
their jurisdictions, or required the coordination of multiple depart
ments, surpassing the scope of the town government's authority.
However, because townships were the lowest official level of govern
ment in China and above the grassroots cadres in the villages who
may easily shirk their responsibilities, townships had no choice but
to deal with these problems. As the Yanglu town party secretary put
it, "The county and prefecture governments would penalize us first
once they see any incidents of collective or skip-level petitioning,
without asking why they took place (buwen qinghong zaobaii?"

Second, performance evaluation is a ranking system with compe
tition involved. The outcome does not have to be optimal, only better
than that of peers. Therefore, the town government frequently com
pared itself with its fellow townships and coordinated with county
authorities so as to clarify its standing vis-a-vis others and to identify
a satisficing outcome. For instance, in April 2001, the beginning of
a lunar calendar year, the head of the town government evaluated
Yanglu based upon the overall situation of the county before specify
ing annual tasks." Again in the middle of the year, trying to encour
age officials to seek solutions to fiscal deficits and generate self
reliance, the head of the town government stated that "[our] fiscal
[situation] is difficult. We all need to take responsibility and look for
solutions. The whole county's situation is not promising, except for
two other towns. We all need to increase revenue and reduce expen
diture.?" At the end of the year, the township coordinated with a
variety of county departments to probe the implicit targets set for
Yanglu.

Third, the final evaluation result is partly at the discretion of
superiors. In fact, despite a series of reforms in China's cadre evalu
ation system, manipulation of appointment and promotion was a
common practice (Sun 2008). Even though research has repeatedly
demonstrated the correlation between economic performance (in the
form of tax extraction) and cadres' career trajectories at the local
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level (Landry, Lii, and Duan 2013; Oi 1999), the discretion in the for
mal procedure of nominating, scrutinizing, and deliberating candi
dates and finalists may simply endogenize preexisting networks and
competition. The problem that the cadre evaluation system only par
tially motivates officials applies not only to central elites (Shih,
Adolph, and Liu 2012), but also to local state agents. In fact, a sur
vey of 571 township, county, and prefectural levels of party and gov
ernment leaders in 2003 and 2004 from a province in central China,
for example, revealed that 75 percent of these officials regarded
building networks with superiors (la guanxi, pao guan) as the domi
nant norm in officialdom, and 55 percent emphasized the operation
of nepotism and faction politics (Xiao 2005).

Whereas career advancement was not necessarily a result of
superior work performance, disincentives of demotion or material
penalties were indeed applied in response to petitioning in the 2000s,
particularly given the difficulties of covering up evidence of collec
tive and skip-level appeals. For example, two county party secre
taries in Guizhou were demoted for failing to prevent petitioners
from going to Beijing (Li, Liu, and O'Brien 2012, footnote 48). Sim
ilarly, the head of a town government in Sichuan province was dis
missed and the town party secretary given disciplinary warning
within the party (dangnei jinggao chufen) when a farmer in Anxia
County in Sichuan went to Beijing."

The same disincentives were applied in Yanglu town govern
ment. When one villager who persistently petitioned to Beijing man
aged yet again to arrive in the capital city in October 2006, the head
of the village was given a record of demerits (xingzheng jiguo) and
dismissed from all his positions within the party (chexiao dangnei
yiqie zhiwu). All assigned village-based town officials were fined
100 RMB and disqualified as candidates for the town government's
annual rewards for outstanding government employees."

Given the technical difficulties of assignments, the institutional
design of competition, and the politics of the cadre evaluation sys
tem that made penalties more certain than rewards, the primary
motivation behind practices 'of the town government has been seek
ing temporary solutions to identified problems. Two indicators pro
vide evidence for this finding. First, state agents problematize real
ity based on its potential negative impact on their career prospects.
Second, state agents strive to limit the negative impact rather than
endeavor to tackle issues at the source. As we have seen, Yanglu
town governments problematized group complaints and skip-level
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petitioning, occurrence of which they should avoid, and resorted to
preventing the escalation of conflict instead of seeking to solve
social grievances.

Conclusion
Based on a detailed case study ofYanglu town government's strate
gies of managing the work of social stability, I illustrate how and
why China's local governments in the 2000s have endeavored to con
tain, rather than resolve, social discontent. The repertoire of social
control mechanisms demonstrated in Yanglu town differed in impor
tant ways from the interference by governments at provincial and
national levels that were conditioned on the scale and level of disrup
tion documented by existing scholarship.

The origin of the rationale for Yanglu town government, I argue,
lies in fundamental issues inherent in two political institutions. First,
in order to optimize the function of the petition system as a source of
information without losing control, the central government passed
regulations protecting the rights of petitioners but simultaneously put
pressure on local officials to discourage petitioning. The second rea
son for local governments in containing rather than redressing social
grievances were disincentives provided by China's cadre evaluation
system. Complex and ever changing missions assigned by superiors
nurtured superficial responses. Competition embedded in the evalu
ation system motivated emphasis on coordination with superiors
rather than addressing social and policy problems. The disbelief in
performance-based career advancement further discouraged effort
toward optimal work results. While promotion was uncertain, politi
cal and material penalties were real and harsh in the particular area of
petitioning, despite difficulties for the town government to redress
social grievances. Therefore, China's local governments, such as
Yanglu town, resorted to preventing the escalation of conflict, instead
of seeking to solve social grievances.

I do not deny that local agents' choices are sometimes results of
incremental bureaucratic decisionmaking or a function of limited
responsive capacity of local governments. Given the complex and
varying mandates, Yanglu town cadres did attempt to muddle through
to fulfill satisficing goals. However, what differentiated their behav
ior in petition control from bureaucratic routine were the high costs
incurred and great efforts they made in managing social stability. In
addition, some social grievances were indeed difficult to resolve
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within the administrative jurisdiction ofYanglu town, which led to a
temporary solution of containment when local officials were pres
sured by the cadre evaluation system. However, the real vulnerability
of local state agents lay not in their limited responsive capacity but in
the revelation of their concern to social actors, which increased the
leverage of social actors vis-a-vis the local state and encouraged
group and skip-level petitioning. Therefore, it was the politics of
central-local relations and state-society relations, rather than bureau
cratic incrementalism or administrative restriction, that determined
the choices of local state agents.

This case study of the rationale and mechanisms of social control
in Yanglu has important implications for the study of contentious
politics in authoritarian regimes and in China in particular. In order
to control the masses, authoritarian regimes combine coercion and
"soft repression" when they are confronted with social resistance. In
addition to such reactive measures, authoritarian regimes make
efforts to manage and deter underlying problems before they arise.
The effectiveness of such mechanisms requires compliant agents to
undertake these tasks and that they have unbiased information about
society. However, the organization of authoritarian regimes may
result in deceitful agents and unreliable information, which then
hamper the responsive capacity of the state. In the case of China, the
petition system is an important source of information for the CCP
regime. However, the interests of local agents resulted from the pol
itics of the cadre evaluation system and competition in low petition
counts, which drove them not to solve or redress grievances but to
contain social discontent and cover up evidence of its expression. In
other words, local state agents actively engaged in misleading the
central government. At the same time, an important information
channel for the regime to identify, diffuse, and cope with discontent
was effectively undermined. This tendency may ultimately endanger
the responsive and repressive capacity of the regime toward social
grievances.

Juan Wang is assistant professor of political science at McGill University.

Notes
An earlier version of this study was presented at the 2009 meeting of the
American Political Science Association, and at the Preserving Stability in
China Conference held by the University of Technology in Sydney in July
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2011. I would like to thank Andrew Mertha, Rachel E. Stern, and two
anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments. I am indebted to Stephan
Haggard for his constructive suggestions that greatly improved the theoreti
cal perspective and presentation of this article.

1. To protect the confidentiality of our interviewees, we use a pseudo
nym for the name of the township.

2. The 2005 amended petition regulations are available in Chinese
online at www.gjxfj.gov.cn/2005-01/18/content_3583093.htm (accessed
February 11, 2011).

3. Record #07242002. In this article I code government memos in Yan-
glu town as records.

4. Record #H-2000-2003.
5. Record #04112001.
6. The Sixteenth Party Congress was held in Beijing between Novem

ber 8 and November 14,2002. The county meeting was gathered on Novem
ber 12.

7. Record #11122002.
8. Record #07172004.
9. Record #03142007.

10. Record #H-20060606-2.
11. Record #H-2006042821 00-4.
12. Record #H-20060606-3.
13. Record #2242002.
14. Record #3192002.
15. Record #04272005.
16. Record #02092004.
17. Record #11192004.
18. Record #11042006.
19. Records #12082004, #111212005.
20. Record #04122005.
21. Record #04122005.
22. Record #200710141530-1.
23. Record #200710141530-3.
24. Interview with town party secretary in Yanglu on October 27,2007.
25. Ibid.
26. Record #03092004.
27. Xinhua news, November 24, 2009, http://news.xinhuanet.com

/politics/2009-11/24/content_12531833.htm (accessed August 29,2013).
28. Xu Kai et al., "Public Security Bill" (gonggong anquan zhang

dan), Caijing Magazine, May 8, 2011, http://magazine.caijing.com.cn/2011
-05-08/110712639.html (accessed August 29,2013).

29. Interview with town party secretary in Yanglu on October 7,2007.
See also Yu Jianrong's speech online, http://news.ifeng.com/opinion/meiti
/ph/200807/0728_1901_679010.shtml (accessed October 20,2012).

30. Record #0930-2003.
31. Record #12212004.
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32. Record #04122005.
33. The 1995 petition regulations are available online at http://wenku

.baidu.com/view/aO1d13456geae009581 bee l l.html (accessed August 28,
2014).

34. Such as the CCP Central Committee and the State Council's "Opin
ions on Further Strengthening Petition Work in the New Stage" in March
2007; the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection of the CCP Central
Committee's "Opinions on Penalties of Party Members in Violating Petition
Regulations" in July 2008; the Ministry of Supervision, the Ministry of
Human Resources and Social Protection, and the Bureau of Letters and
Calls' "Regulations Regarding Penalties of Civil Servants in Violating Peti
tion Regulations (Draft)" in June 2008; in 2009 the General Office of the
CCP Central Committee and the General Office of the State Council issued
three new documents: "Opinions on the Regular Reception by Leading Offi
cials of Citizens Who Come to Make Complaints," "Opinions on the Regu
lar Organization of Officials from Central Departments of the Party and
Government to Visit Grassroots Localities," and "Opinions on the System
atization of the Efforts to Sort Out, Check and Resolve Conflicts and Dis
putes." For the opinion in 2007, see www.pcedu.gov.cn/News_view.asp
?ID=4783; for the notice in 2008, see www.gov.cn/jrzg/2008-07/24/content
_1054991.htm (accessed on February 11,2011).

35. Yanglu Town Government Annual Work Reports (2002, 2003, 2005,
2006, missing year 2004).

36. Yanglu Town Government Annual Work Report (2005).
37. People's Daily, April 29, 2006, www.china.com.cn/chinese/PI-c

11197687.htm (accessed July 4,2014).
38. Record #11122002.
39. Interview with town party secretary in Yanglu on October 27,2007.
40. Ibid.
41. Ibid.
42. For more information about SARS, see reports and updates at the

World Health Organization online, www.who.int/csrlsars/archive/enl (accessed
March 3, 2014).

43. Yanglu Town Government Annual Work Reports (2002, 2003, 2005,
2006).

44. Interview with town party secretary in Yanglu on October 27,2007.
45. Record #04302001.
46. Record #05082001.
47. Interview with town party secretary in Yanglu on October 27,2007.
48. Record #10082006.
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